BRUSHLESS MOTOR CABLE
450 DECIMETERS (150') MAX LENGTH
CABLE: BL MTR-FLT-4DU

DESTINATION: C17891-XX
W. O. # / 1 thru X
630C1789-1 REV D

LABELS FOR CABLES:
(2) REQUIRED,
(1 AT EACH END)

NEW FIXINGS 3/4" FEMALE
FINISHED ANGLES (150°)
+ CONTACTS (SOCKET), 630C1789-1 (630C1789-1)
BACKSPACING (3/4"

LABELS FOR CONN. CABLES:
(3) REQUIRED,
(1 AT EACH END)

CONNECTORS
3 PINS, RETRACTABLE
FINISHED ANGLES (150°)

LABELS FOR PMCHPD CABLES:
(2) REQUIRED,
(1 AT EACH END)

2 STRIP BACK INSULATION 3/4" TO 3/6" (TYPE 2 FLS), INSTALL FERRULES AS EXPLAINED WITH APPROPRIATE TOOLING.

2 STRIP INSULATION BACK 1/4" AND INSTALL FERRULES EXPLAINED.

STARTING CABLE LENGTH = 3 FT. LONGER THAN FINISHED LENGTH.

SOLDER SLEEVE: DETAILS "A"
WHEN USING WIRE SIZE OF CONNECTOR AT FLAT "A", FEMALE (630C1789-1)